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Look 
ahead.

Spring 22 Spring 22

#BIDON BLOSSOM TRANSCLEAR
#BIDON 2022 WHITE
#BIDON THE POWER OF THE PRESENT BLACK
#BIDON LEAVES SMOKE
#BIDON MOMENTS TRANSCLEAR

#12_01 2022
#12_02 MOMENTS - BLACK
#12_03 MOMENTS - WHITE
#12_04 THE POWER OF THE PRESENT
#12_05 LEAVES
#12_06 BLOSSOM - WHITE
#12_07 BLOSSOM - BLACK
#12_08 SUNSHINE CHAMOISE CHAMPAGNE
#12_09 RING - AGAVE
#12_10 RING - BLACK
#12_11 BLOSSOM - AGAVE
#12_12 STRIPE - AGAVE
#026 CLASSIC AGAVE



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

#12_01 2022

2022

It‘s time to travel 
on new roads 



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

collect 
moments

#12_02 MOMENTS - BLACK



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

collect 
moments

#12_03 MOMENTS - WHITE



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

The power of the present

Your thoughts and beliefs
from the past have created
this moment until now.
Everything you think
right now,
what you belive,
what you say
and what you do
will create a new moment
that will become your future

#12_04 THE POWER OF THE PRESENT
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#12_05 LEAVES



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

#12_06 BLOSSOM - WHITE



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

#12_07 BLOSSOM - BLACK



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

sunshine
chamoise
and champagne

#12_08 SUNSHINE CHAMOISE CHAMPAGNE
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ahead.

Spring 22

#12_09 RING - AGAVE



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

#12_10 RING - BLACK



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

#12_11 BLOSSOM - AGAVE



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

#12_12 STRIPE - AGAVE



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

#026 CLASSIC AGAVE



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

#BIDON BLOSSOM - TRANSCLEAR #BIDON THE POWER OF THE PRESENT - BLACK

#BIDON 2022 WHITE



Look 
ahead.

Spring 22

#BIDON LEAVES SMOKE #BIDON MOMENTS - TRANSCLEAR



Triangle
Scarf
Dip it in water on a hot summer day to stay cool from the neck 
downwards and protected from the sun. Fold it for extra warmth 
during the colder months or just tie it as it is for added style points.

The highly-functional fabric will be the right choice in any situa-
tion - even off the bike for a casual hike, day at the beach or skiing 
adventure. An iconic item newly interpreted.



Triangle
Scarf

#TRIANGLE SCARF OLIVE



Triangle
Scarf

#TRIANGLE SCARF BAVARIAN BLUE



Triangle
Scarf

#TRIANGLE SCARF TOFU



#015 CLASSIC POWDER
#016 CLASSIC CELESTE
#017 CLASSIC NAVY
#018 CLASSIC OLD GOLD
#019 CLASSIC PARADISE
#020 CLASSIC RASPBERRY
#021 CLASSIC ROSE ASH
#022 CLASSIC MITTELSCHARF
#023 CLASSIC ASPHALT
#024 CLASSIC SAND
#025 CLASSIC NEON
#026 CLASSIC AGAVE

#001 CLASSIC BLACK
#002 CLASSIC WHITE
#003 CLASSIC MERLOT
#004 CLASSIC BANANA
#005 CLASSIC BUBBLE
#006 CLASSIC FLAMME ROUGE
#007 CLASSIC YVES
#008 CLASSIC OLIVE
#009 CLASSIC CHOCOLATE
#010 CLASSIC MANDARINE
#011 CLASSIC LILAC
#012 CLASSIC INDIGO
#013 CLASSIC SILVER
#014 CLASSIC JADE

Classics
The CLASSICS are not about fashion or trends.
The range is reduced to a sophisticated look to dress classic 
but not less good on the bike.



#003 CLASSIC MERLOT#002 CLASSIC WHITE

#001 CLASSIC BLACK

The CLASSICS are not about fashion or trends.
The range is reduced to a sophisticated look to dress classic 
but not less good on the bike.

Classics



#006 CLASSIC FLAMME ROUGE#005 CLASSIC BUBBLE

#004 CLASSIC BANANA

The CLASSICS are not about fashion or trends.
The range is reduced to a sophisticated look to dress classic 
but not less good on the bike.

Classics



#009 CLASSIC CHOCOLATE#008 CLASSIC OLIVE

#007 CLASSIC YVES

The CLASSICS are not about fashion or trends.
The range is reduced to a sophisticated look to dress classic 
but not less good on the bike.

Classics



#012 CLASSIC INDIGO#011 CLASSIC LILAC

#010 CLASSIC MANDARINE

The CLASSICS are not about fashion or trends.
The range is reduced to a sophisticated look to dress classic 
but not less good on the bike.

Classics



#015 CLASSIC POWDER#014 CLASSIC JADE

#013 CLASSIC SILVER

The CLASSICS are not about fashion or trends.
The range is reduced to a sophisticated look to dress classic 
but not less good on the bike.

Classics



#018 CLASSIC OLD GOLD#017 CLASSIC NAVY

#016 CLASSIC CELESTE

The CLASSICS are not about fashion or trends.
The range is reduced to a sophisticated look to dress classic 
but not less good on the bike.

Classics



#021 CLASSIC ROSE ASH#020 CLASSIC RASPBERRY

#019 CLASSIC PARADISE

The CLASSICS are not about fashion or trends.
The range is reduced to a sophisticated look to dress classic 
but not less good on the bike.

Classics



#024 CLASSIC SAND#023 CLASSIC ASPHALT

#022 CLASSIC MITTELSCHARF

The CLASSICS are not about fashion or trends.
The range is reduced to a sophisticated look to dress classic 
but not less good on the bike.

Classics



#026 CLASSIC AGAVE#025 CLASSIC NEON

The CLASSICS are not about fashion or trends.
The range is reduced to a sophisticated look to dress classic 
but not less good on the bike.

Classics



#OFF ROAD BLACK
#OFF ROAD BURGUNDY
#OFF ROAD DUSTY ROSE
#OFF ROAD MITTELSCHARF
#OFF ROAD STONE
#OFF ROAD WALNUT
#OFF ROAD WHITE
#OFF ROAD ACID
#OFF ROAD SILVER
#OFF ROAD SAHARA SUN

FINGERSCROSSED Off Road has been developed to give you 
the perfect support on your hardest rides. Designed for the 
fastest and most demanding gravel adventures and steepest 
climbs where you have to carry or push your bike.

Off Road



#OFF ROAD DUSTY ROSE#OFF ROAD BURGUNDY

#OFF ROAD BLACK

FINGERSCROSSED Off Road has been developed to give you 
the perfect support on your hardest rides. Designed for the 
fastest and most demanding gravel adventures and steepest 
climbs where you have to carry or push your bike.

Off Road



#OFF ROAD WALNUT#OFF ROAD STONE

#OFF ROAD MITTELSCHARF

FINGERSCROSSED Off Road has been developed to give you 
the perfect support on your hardest rides. Designed for the 
fastest and most demanding gravel adventures and steepest 
climbs where you have to carry or push your bike.

Off Road



#OFF ROAD SILVER

FINGERSCROSSED Off Road has been developed to give you 
the perfect support on your hardest rides. Designed for the 
fastest and most demanding gravel adventures and steepest 
climbs where you have to carry or push your bike.

Off Road

#OFF ROAD WHITE

#OFF ROAD ACID



#OFF ROAD SAHARA SUN

FINGERSCROSSED Off Road has been developed to give you 
the perfect support on your hardest rides. Designed for the 
fastest and most demanding gravel adventures and steepest 
climbs where you have to carry or push your bike.

Off Road



#AERO LEAVES
#AERO LOGO - BLACK
#AERO LOGO - WHITE
#AERO STRIPES - BLACK
#AERO STRIPES - WHITE
#AERO FLAMES - BLACK / NEON
#AERO SMILEY - WHITE / NEON
#AERO BLOCK - WHITE / NEON
#AERO FINGERSCROSSED - BLACK
#AERO FINGERSCROSSED - WHITE

FINGERSCROSSED Aero is a sock made from a combination 
of nylon & spandex. The structure of the upper part of the sock 
ensures maximum aerodynamics. The seamless toe and the 
elastic fit contribute to a high wearing comfort. Non-slip silicone 
fabric on cuff. Compression band for more stability at the instep.

Aero



#AERO LOGO - WHITE#AERO LOGO - BLACK

#AERO LEAVES

FINGERSCROSSED Aero is a sock made from a combination 
of nylon & spandex. The structure of the upper part of the sock 
ensures maximum aerodynamics. The seamless toe and the 
elastic fit contribute to a high wearing comfort. Non-slip silicone 
fabric on cuff. Compression band for more stability at the instep.

Aero



#AERO FLAMES - BLACK / NEON

#AERO STRIPES - BLACK

FINGERSCROSSED Aero is a sock made from a combination 
of nylon & spandex. The structure of the upper part of the sock 
ensures maximum aerodynamics. The seamless toe and the 
elastic fit contribute to a high wearing comfort. Non-slip silicone 
fabric on cuff. Compression band for more stability at the instep.

Aero

#AERO STRIPES - WHITE



#AERO SMILEY - WHITE / NEON

FINGERSCROSSED Aero is a sock made from a combination 
of nylon & spandex. The structure of the upper part of the sock 
ensures maximum aerodynamics. The seamless toe and the 
elastic fit contribute to a high wearing comfort. Non-slip silicone 
fabric on cuff. Compression band for more stability at the instep.

Aero

#AERO BLOCK - WHITE / NEON



#AERO FINGERSCROSSED - WHITE

FINGERSCROSSED Aero is a sock made from a combination 
of nylon & spandex. The structure of the upper part of the sock 
ensures maximum aerodynamics. The seamless toe and the 
elastic fit contribute to a high wearing comfort. Non-slip silicone 
fabric on cuff. Compression band for more stability at the instep.

Aero

#AERO FINGERSCROSSED - BLACK



#ECO VANILLA CREAM
#ECO SPRING BUD
#ECO  HAWAIAN OCEAN
#ECO GALAXY BLUE
#ECO OIL OLIVE
#ECO  WAX YELLOW
#ECO DUSTY ROSE
#ECO SEA FOAM
#ECO SKIPPER BLUE
#ECO WHITE
#ECO BLACK

ECONYL® regenerated nylon is made out of waste that‘s been 
rescued from landfills and oceans around the world. It performs 
exactly the same as brand new nylon and it can be recycled, re-
created and remoulded again and again.

We at FINGERSCROSSED will also contribute to our planet. And 
for this reason we use ECONYL® for our new collection.

Eco



#ECO  HAWAIAN OCEAN#ECO SPRING BUD

#ECO VANILLA CREAM

ECONYL® regenerated nylon is made out of waste that‘s been 
rescued from landfills and oceans around the world. It performs 
exactly the same as brand new nylon and it can be recycled, re-
created and remoulded again and again.

We at FINGERSCROSSED will also contribute to our planet. And 
for this reason we use ECONYL® for our new collection.

Eco



#ECO  WAX YELLOW#ECO OIL OLIVE

#ECO GALAXY BLUE

ECONYL® regenerated nylon is made out of waste that‘s been 
rescued from landfills and oceans around the world. It performs 
exactly the same as brand new nylon and it can be recycled, re-
created and remoulded again and again.

We at FINGERSCROSSED will also contribute to our planet. And 
for this reason we use ECONYL® for our new collection.

Eco



#ECO  SKIPPER BLUE#ECO SEA FOAM

#ECO DUSTY ROSE

ECONYL® regenerated nylon is made out of waste that‘s been 
rescued from landfills and oceans around the world. It performs 
exactly the same as brand new nylon and it can be recycled, re-
created and remoulded again and again.

We at FINGERSCROSSED will also contribute to our planet. And 
for this reason we use ECONYL® for our new collection.

Eco



#ECO WHITE #ECO BLACK 

ECONYL® regenerated nylon is made out of waste that‘s been 
rescued from landfills and oceans around the world. It performs 
exactly the same as brand new nylon and it can be recycled, re-
created and remoulded again and again.

We at FINGERSCROSSED will also contribute to our planet. And 
for this reason we use ECONYL® for our new collection.

Eco



#666 HELL YEAH 1.0 WHITE
#666 HELL YEAH 1.0 BLACK
#666 HELL YEAH 2.0 WHITE
#666 HELL YEAH 2.0 BLACK
#666 HELL YEAH 3.0 WHITE
#666 HELL YEAH 3.0 BLACK

Hell Yeah



#666 HELL YEAH 1.0 WHITE #666 HELL YEAH 1.0 BLACK

Hell Yeah



#666 HELL YEAH 2.0 WHITE #666 HELL YEAH 2.0 BLACK

Hell Yeah



#666 HELL YEAH 3.0 WHITE #666 HELL YEAH 3.0 BLACK

Hell Yeah



#SUPER LIGHT BLACK
#SUPER LIGHT NEON
#SUPER LIGHT WHITE

All over mesh material makes this the perfect Socks for your 
rides in the hottest temperatures and indoors.

Super Light



#SUPER LIGHT WHITE#SUPER LIGHT NEON

#SUPER LIGHT BLACK

All over mesh material makes this the perfect Socks for your 
rides in the hottest temperatures and indoors.

Super Light



#BIDON LEAVES SMOKE
#BIDON BLOSSOM TRANSCLEAR
#BIDON MOMENTS TRANSCLEAR
#BIDON 2022 WHITE
#BIDON THE POWER OF THE PRESENT BLACK
#BIDON FJORD
#BIDON SMOKE
#BIDON TRANSCLEAR
#BIDON WHITE
#BIDON ASH

#BIDON BLACK
#BIDON BLING
#BIDON BUBBLE
#BIDON FLAMME ROUGE
#BIDON OLIVE
#BIDON SAND 
#BIDON SILVER
#BIDON HELL YEAH WHITE 
#BIDON HELL YEAH BLACK

Bidons



Bidons

#BIDON MOMENTS TRANSCLEAR

#BIDON LEAVES SMOKE

#BIDON BLOSSOM TRANSCLEAR



#BIDON THE POWER OF THE PRESENT BLACK#BIDON 2022 WHITE

Bidons



#BIDON TRANSCLEAR#BIDON SMOKE

#BIDON FJORD

Bidons



#BIDON BLACK#BIDON ASH

#BIDON WHITE

Bidons



#BIDON FLAMME ROUGE#BIDON BUBBLE

#BIDON BLING

Bidons



#BIDON SILVER#BIDON SAND

#BIDON OLIVE

Bidons



#BIDON HELL YEAH BLACK#BIDON HELL YEAH WHITE

Bidons



Bikestand
+ -
PlusMinus - the name says it all. Our all new bike stand takes in-
spiration from the mathematical symbols emblematic of the res-
trained, minimalist design. The bike can thus be stored safely 
without taking up much space and still unfold its shine. The plus 
serves as a stable base, while the minus forms the delicate sus-
pension. The detachable clip made of soft TPU plastic protects 
the frame when hanging it up. Felt stoppers are attached to the 
base to prevent scratches on the floor.



+ -

#PLUS MINUS BIKESTAND ACID



+ -

#PLUS MINUS BIKESTAND BLACK



+ -

#PLUS MINUS BIKESTAND WHITE



Bikestand
90°
The aesthetic of 90° is an integral aspect of its usefulness. The 
clear and functionally timeless design showcases your bike in a 
unique way while seamlessly blending in with any interior style.

A detachable clip made of soft TPU plastic protects both the bi-
cycle and bikestand while offering individual placement on the 
top bar. The felt stoppers on the bottom protect the floor from 
scratches and ensure stability.

The FINGERSCROSSED Bikestand 90° offers space for two 
bikes with a maximum load of 50 kg.

The shipment includes one Bikestand Clip. Please add another 
Clip to your order if you plan to use it for two bikes.



90°

#90° BIKESTAND BLACK



90°

#90° BIKESTAND WHITE


